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Financial Market History: Reflections on the Past for Investors Today
Nov 27 2019 Since the 2008 financial
crisis, a resurgence of interest in economic and financial history has occurred among investment
professionals. This book discusses some of the lessons drawn from the past that may help practitioners
when thinking about their portfolios. The book’s editors, David Chambers and Elroy Dimson, are the
academic leaders of the Newton Centre for Endowment Asset Management at the University of Cambridge
in the United Kingdom.
Central Banking Feb 29 2020 Understand the theories and interpret the actions of modern central banks
Central Banking takes a comprehensive look at the topic of central banking, and provides readers with an
understanding and insights into the roles and functions of modern central banks in advanced as well as
emerging economies, theories behind their thinking, and actual operations practices. The book takes a
systematic approach to the topic, while providing an accessible format and style that is appropriate for
general audiences and students with only a minimal macroeconomic background. Theoretical reviews
and examples of how the theories are applied in practice are presented in an easy-to-understand manner
and serve as a guide for readers to further investigate specific ancillary central banking topics and as a
means to make informed judgments about central bank actions. Important topics covered in the book
include: Evolution of central banking functions and the international monetary system Theoretical
backgrounds that are the foundation to the modern practice of monetary policy Monetary policy regimes,
including exchange rate targeting, money supply growth targeting, the risk management approach,
inflation targeting, and unconventional monetary policy. Actual practice in market operations and
transmission mechanisms of monetary policy The exchange rate and central banking Theoretical
backgrounds related to various dimensions of financial stability Current developments with regards to
sustaining financial stability The future of central banking in the wake of the 2007-2010 global financial
crisis Case studies on relevant practical issues and key concepts in central banking Designed as
essential reading for students, market analysts, investors, and central banks' new recruits, Central
Banking better positions readers to interpret the actions of central banks and to understand the
complexities of their position in the global financial arena.
An Introduction to Financial Markets and Institutions
Jun 26 2022 Completely revised and updated to
include the ongoing financial crisis and the Obama administration's programs to combat it, this is the
best available introductory textbook for an undergraduate course on Financial Markets and Institutions. It
provides balanced coverage of theories, policies, and institutions in a conversational style that avoids

complex models and mathematics, making it a student-friendly text with many unique teaching features.
Financial crises, global competition, deregulation, technological innovation, and growing government
oversight have significantly changed financial markets and institutions. The new edition of this text is
designed to capture the ongoing changes, and to present an analytical framework that enables students
to understand and anticipate changes in the financial system and accompanying changes in markets and
institutions. The text includes Learning Objectives and end-of-chapter Key Words and Questions, and an
online Instructor's Manual is available to adopters.
Bond and Money Markets
May 02 2020 The Bond and Money Markets is an invaluable reference to all
aspects of fixed income markets and instruments. It is highly regarded as an introduction and an
advanced text for professionals and graduate students. Features comprehensive coverage of: *
Government and Corporate bonds, Eurobonds, callable bonds, convertibles * Asset-backed bonds
including mortgages and CDOs * Derivative instruments including futures, swaps, options, structured
products * Interest-rate risk, duration analysis, convexity, and the convexity bias * The money markets,
repo markets, basis trading, and asset/liability management * Term structure models, estimating and
interpreting the yield curve * Portfolio management and strategies,total return framework, constructing
bond indices * A stand alone reference book on interest rate swaps, the money markets, financial market
mathematics, interest-rate futures and technical analysis * Includes introductory coverage of very
specialised topics (for which one previously required several texts) such as VaR, Asset & liability
management and credit derivatives * Combines accessible style with advanced level topics
Instructors Manual
May 26 2022
Money, Wealth and Expenditure
Aug 24 2019 The book develops and applies a modelling framework
which enables consumers' expenditure and portfolio behaviour to be analysed in an integrated manner. It
extends and applies the Yale approach to financial model building associated with James Tobin. The
basis of this approach is surveyed with particular emphasis on the empirical implementation of portfolio
models in the UK, US and other countries, appropriate econometric estimation techniques and
comparisons with other monetary modelling strategies. Empirical application of the model is particularly
addressed to testing whether the composition of wealth holdings is important for expenditure and asset
demands, whether concentration on 'money' at the expense of other assets and liabilities is acceptable,
and whether the interrelationships stressed by Tobin's general equilibrium approach are statistically
important. The results have important implications for the recent literature on wealth effects on
consumption and the overemphasis on 'money' at the expense of other financial assets and liabilities.
World Economic Outlook, October 2018
Sep 25 2019 Global growth for 2018–19 is projected to remain
steady at its 2017 level, but its pace is less vigorous than projected in April and it has become less
balanced. Downside risks to global growth have risen in the past six months and the potential for upside
surprises has receded. Global growth is projected at 3.7 percent for 2018–19—0.2 percentage point lower
for both years than forecast in April. The downward revision reflects surprises that suppressed activity in
early 2018 in some major advanced economies, the negative effects of the trade measures implemented
or approved between April and mid-September, as well as a weaker outlook for some key emerging
market and developing economies arising from country-specific factors, tighter financial conditions,
geopolitical tensions, and higher oil import bills. The balance of risks to the global growth forecast has
shifted to the downside in a context of elevated policy uncertainty. Several of the downside risks
highlighted in the April 2018 World Economic Outlook (WEO)—such as rising trade barriers and a reversal
of capital flows to emerging market economies with weaker fundamentals and higher political risk—have
become more pronounced or have partially materialized. Meanwhile, the potential for upside surprises
has receded, given the tightening of financial conditions in some parts of the world, higher trade costs,
slow implementation of reforms recommended in the past, and waning growth momentum.
The Origins and Development of Financial Markets and Institutions
Jun 22 2019 Collectively, mankind
has never had it so good despite periodic economic crises of which the current sub-prime crisis is merely
the latest example. Much of this success is attributable to the increasing efficiency of the world's financial
institutions as finance has proved to be one of the most important causal factors in economic
performance. In a series of insightful essays, financial and economic historians examine how financial
innovations from the seventeenth century to the present have continually challenged established
institutional arrangements, forcing change and adaptation by governments, financial intermediaries, and
financial markets. Where these have been successful, wealth creation and growth have followed. When
they failed, growth slowed and sometimes economic decline has followed. These essays illustrate the

difficulties of co-ordinating financial innovations in order to sustain their benefits for the wider economy,
a theme that will be of interest to policy makers as well as economic historians.
Nominations of Frederic S. Mishkin, Linda Mysliwy Conlin, J. Joseph Grandmaison, Edmund C. Moy, and
Geoffrey S. Bacino Jul 28 2022
G7 Current Account Imbalances
Mar 12 2021 The current account deficit of the United States is more
than six percent of its gross domestic product—an all-time high. And the rest of the world, including other
G7 countries such as Japan and Germany, must collectively run current account surpluses to finance this
deficit. How long can such unevenness between imports and exports be sustained, and what form might
their eventual reconciliation take? Putting forth scenarios ranging from a gradual correction to a crash
landing for the dollar, G7 Current Account Imbalances brings together economists from around the globe
to consider the origins, status, and future of those disparities. An esteemed group of collaborators here
examines the role of the bursting of the dot-com bubble, the history of previous episodes of current
account adjustments, and the possibility of the Euro surpassing the dollar as the leading international
reserve currency. Though there are areas of broad agreement—that the imbalances will ultimately decline
and that currency revaluations will be part of the solution—many areas of contention remain regarding
both the dangers of imbalances and the possible forms of adjustment. This volume will be of tremendous
value to economists, politicians, and business leaders alike as they look to the future of the G7
economies.
Review of the Monetary Policy Framework
Oct 07 2020 This paper reviews the performance of the UK's
flexible inflation targeting framework against the internationally-accepted monetary policy objective of
price stability, a pre-requisite to longer-term growth and macroeconomic stability. Chapters cover the
historical and international context, monetary policy frameworks and monetary policy instruments. The
paper gives the Monetary Policy Committee's revised remit at Budget 2013. The Government has retained
a flexible inflation target framework. The inflation target of 2 per cent, as measured by the 12-month
increase in the Consumer Prices Index, is re-affirmed. The remit has been updated to clarify the trade-offs
that are involved in setting monetary policy to meet a forward-looking inflation target, and in forming and
communicating its judgements the MPC should promote understanding of these trade-offs. The remit
continues to require an exchange of open letters between the Governor of the Bank of England and the
Chancellor of the Exchequer if inflation moves away from the target by more than 1 percentage point in
either direction. The open letter from the Governor should now be sent alongside the minutes of the MPC
meeting that followed the publication of the CPI data. The remit requests that the MPC provides in its
August 2013 inflation report an assessment of the merits of using intermediate thresholds - policy
commitments conditional on future economic developments. The remit also reflects the Government's
intention that the frameworks for monetary policy and macro-prudential policy, operated by the MPC and
FPC of the Bank of England respectively, should be coordinated.
Monetary Economics
Jun 02 2020 This fully revised second edition of Bain and Howells' Monetary
Economics provides an up-to-date examination of monetary policy as it is practised and the theory
underlying it. The authors link the conduct of monetary policy to the IS/PC/MR model and extend this
further through the addition of a simple model of the banking sector. They demonstrate why monetary
policy is central to the management of a modern economy, showing how it might have lasting effects on
real variables, and look at how the current economic crisis has weakened the ability of policymakers to
influence aggregate demand through the structure of interest rates. The second edition: features a
realistic account of the conduct of monetary policy when the money supply is endogenous provides a
detailed and up-to-date account of the conduct of monetary policy and links this explicitly to a framework
for teaching macroeconomics includes recent changes in money market operations and an examination
of the problems posed for monetary policy by the recent financial crisis Monetary Economics is an ideal
core textbook for advanced undergraduate modules in monetary economics and monetary theory and
policy.
Monetary Policy Rules
Dec 21 2021 This timely volume presents the latest thinking on the monetary
policy rules and seeks to determine just what types of rules and policy guidelines function best. A unique
cooperative research effort that allowed contributors to evaluate different policy rules using their own
specific approaches, this collection presents their striking findings on the potential response of interest
rates to an array of variables, including alterations in the rates of inflation, unemployment, and exchange.
Monetary Policy Rules illustrates that simple policy rules are more robust and more efficient than
complex rules with multiple variables. A state-of-the-art appraisal of the fundamental issues facing the

Federal Reserve Board and other central banks, Monetary Policy Rules is essential reading for economic
analysts and policymakers alike.
Money, Crises, and Transition
Mar 24 2022 The essays taken on the issues that have fascinated Calvo
most as an academic, a senior advisor at the International Monetary Fund and as the chief economist at
the Inter-American Development Bank: monetary and exchange rate policy, financial crises, debt, taxation
and reform, and transition and growth.
Instructor's Manual to Accompany Krugman/Obstfeld International Economics
Oct 19 2021
SuperCycles: The New Economic Force Transforming Global Markets and Investment Strategy
Jul 04
2020 A brilliantly original assessment of what caused the global crash—and a practical plan for investing
accordingly Supercycles, according to international economist and strategist, Arun Motianey, are the
continuous, long waves of boom and bust that undulate through the global economic and financial
systems. More often than not, they are the result of policymakers' well-intentioned but misguided
attempts to achieve price stability. In Supercycles, Motianey surpasses the traditional business cycle
model ("Boom and Bust"), to provide a detailed, objective, and at times surprising explanation of global
economics. Drawing heavily on history and informed by cautious readings of a wide range of economic
thought, Motianey critiques the way macroeconomics has been practiced by the major powers' central
banks through the years. Specifically, it was the banks' intervention, ostensibly in the quest for price
stability that actually served to entrench price instability. Further, he makes a compelling case for the new
tools we'll be using to manage the post-meltdown global economy, and even advises on investor
portfolios to protect us from the likeliest scenarios that occur when a supercycle enters its terminal
phase. A cogent and impossible-to-ignore mixture of economics, finance, policy, risk management, and
investment advice from a global perspective, Supercycles is certain to inform and inspire debate among
investors, academics, and casual readers alike. Reviews: "Motianey is an engaging writer and
Supercycles should be considered a must read for economic junkies. His ideas are fresh and innovative
and he attempts to avoid the dogma that frequently leads those in the profession astray. I highly
recommend it for those who want to gain greater perspective on the Credit Crisis and where we might be
heading in its aftermath. --SeekingAlpha.com "Highly readable. The pitch-perfect blend of the best
economic thinking informed by the lessons from the past and the investment savvy of a veteran
investment advisor at the top of his game." -- Thomas J. Trebat, Executive Director, Institute of Latin
American Studies & Center for Brazilian Studies, Columbia University "A provocative way of looking at
the global economy. This book will make you stop and think." -- Peter Scaturro, Private Bank Executive
"This lively volume not only examines the big picture, but also provides practical advice for investors
who are trying to prosper in this complex and challenging economic environment." -- Harvey S. Rosen,
John L. Weinberg Professor of Economics and Business Policy, Princeton University "Arun Motianey
sheds light on some of the more ludicrous propositions of modern equilibrium economics. He describes
how investment bankers and economists got it all wrong—and the world is experiencing the disastrous
consequences." -- Dr. Terry O’Shaughnessy, Fellow in Economics, St. Anne’s College, Oxford University
"Not all readers will agree with Motianey's savage criticism of the finance-driven modern economy, but
few can read SuperCycles without having at least some of their preconceived notions challenged. A mustread for policymakers and investors." -- Dr. Kevin Hebner, Global Investment Strategist, Third Wave
Global Investors “Required reading for those who do not want to get lulled into the conventional
thinking” -- David Martin, Chief Risk Officer, AllianceBernstein
Nutrition Support Practice Manual
Jun 14 2021
Factors Underlying the Definition of Broad Money
Feb 08 2021 The paper examines the experiences of
countries in defining monetary aggregates, particularly those countries that have undertaken substantial
redefinitions. It finds that both the functional and empirical approaches are important; and that monetary
definitions tend to be dynamic in nature, becoming prone to revisions whenever the current definition no
longer satisfies both criteria. While countries may adhere to both approaches, monetary definitions may
still vary across countries, reflecting specific institutional settings and the requirements of the empirical
approach. This finding supports the approach in the IMF's Monetary and Financial Statistics Manual of
not prescribing specific definitions of broad money.
The Costs and Benefits of Price Stability
Jan 10 2021 In recent years, the Federal Reserve and central
banks worldwide have enjoyed remarkable success in their battle against inflation. The challenge now
confronting the Fed and its counterparts is how to proceed in this newly benign economic environment:
Should monetary policy seek to maintain a rate of low-level inflation or eliminate inflation altogether in an

effort to attain full price stability? In a seminal article published in 1997, Martin Feldstein developed a
framework for calculating the gains in economic welfare that might result from a move from a low level of
inflation to full price stability. The present volume extends that analysis, focusing on the likely costs and
benefits of achieving price stability not only in the United States, but in Germany, Spain, and the United
Kingdom as well. The results show that even small changes in already low inflation rates can have a
substantial impact on the economic performance of different countries, and that variations in national tax
rules can affect the level of gain from disinflation.
FX Options and Structured Products
Dec 09 2020 Advanced Guidance to Excelling in the FX Market Once
you have a textbook understanding of money market and foreign exchange products, turn to FX Options
and Structured Products, Second Edition, for the beyond-vanilla options strategies and traded deals
proven superior in today’s post-credit crisis trading environment. With the thoroughness and balance of
theory and practice only Uwe Wystup can deliver, this fully revised edition offers authoritative solutions
for the real world in an easy-to-access format. See how specific products actually work through detailed
case studies featuring clear examples of FX options, common structures and custom solutions. This
complete resource is both a wellspring of ideas and a hands-on guide to structuring and executing your
own strategies. Distinguish yourself with a valued skillset by: Working through practical and thoughtprovoking challenges in more than six dozen exercises, all with complete solutions in a companion
volume Gaining a working knowledge of the latest, most popular products, including accumulators, kikos,
target forwards and more Getting close to the everyday realities of the FX derivatives market through
new, illuminating case studies for corporates, municipalities and private banking FX Options and
Structured Products, Second Edition is your go-to road map to the exotic options in FX derivatives.
Handbook of Monetary Economics vols 3A+3B Set
Jul 16 2021 How have monetary policies matured
during the last decade? The recent downturn in economies worldwide have put monetary policies in a
new spotlight. In addition to their investigations of new tools, models, and assumptions, they look
carefully at recent evidence on subjects as varied as price-setting, inflation persistence, the private
sector's formation of inflation expectations, and the monetary policy transmission mechanism. They also
reexamine standard presumptions about the rationality of asset markets and other fundamentals.
Stopping short of advocating conclusions about the ideal conduct of policy, the authors focus instead on
analytical methods and the changing interactions among the ingredients and properties that inform
monetary models. The influences between economic performance and monetary policy regimes can be
both grand and muted, and this volume clarifies the present state of this continually evolving
relationship. Presents extensive coverage of monetary policy theories with an eye toward questions
raised by the recent financial crisis Explores the policies and practices used in formulating and
transmitting monetary policies Questions fiscal-monetary connnections and encourages new thinking
about the business cycle itself Observes changes in the formulation of monetary policies over the last 25
years
Why are Banks Holding So Many Excess Reserves?
Apr 24 2022 The quantity of reserves in the U.S.
banking system has risen dramatically since Sept. 2008. This pattern may indicate that the Federal
Reserve¿s (FR) liquidity facilities have been ineffective in promoting the flow of credit to firms and
households. Others have argued that the high level of reserves will be inflationary. This report explains
why banks are currently holding so many reserves. The examples show how the quantity of bank
reserves is determined by the size of the FR¿s policy initiatives and in no way reflects the initiatives¿
effects on bank lending. A large increase in bank reserves need not be inflationary, because the payment
of interest on reserves allows the FR to adjust short-term interest rates independently of the level of
reserves. Illus..
International Dimensions of Monetary Policy
Jan 28 2020 United States monetary policy has traditionally
been modeled under the assumption that the domestic economy is immune to international factors and
exogenous shocks. Such an assumption is increasingly unrealistic in the age of integrated capital
markets, tightened links between national economies, and reduced trading costs. International
Dimensions of Monetary Policy brings together fresh research to address the repercussions of the
continuing evolution toward globalization for the conduct of monetary policy. In this comprehensive
book, the authors examine the real and potential effects of increased openness and exposure to
international economic dynamics from a variety of perspectives. Their findings reveal that central banks
continue to influence decisively domestic economic outcomes—even inflation—suggesting that
international factors may have a limited role in national performance. International Dimensions of

Monetary Policy will lead the way in analyzing monetary policy measures in complex economies.
The Economics of Money, Banking and Financial Markets
Feb 20 2022
Financial Markets and Institutions
Nov 19 2021 Financial Markets and Institutions, 5e offers a unique
analysis of the risks faced by investors and savers interacting through financial institutions and financial
markets, as well as strategies that can be adopted for controlling and managing risks. Special emphasis
is put on new areas of operations in financial markets and institutions such as asset securitization, offbalance-sheet activities, and globalization of financial services.
Financial Institutions, Markets, and Money
Apr 12 2021
European Financial Markets and Institutions
May 14 2021 Written for undergraduate and graduate
students, this textbook provides a fresh analysis of the European financial system.
The Financial Crisis Inquiry Report
Nov 07 2020 The Financial Crisis Inquiry Report, published by the
U.S. Government and the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission in early 2011, is the official government
report on the United States financial collapse and the review of major financial institutions that
bankrupted and failed, or would have without help from the government. The commission and the report
were implemented after Congress passed an act in 2009 to review and prevent fraudulent activity. The
report details, among other things, the periods before, during, and after the crisis, what led up to it, and
analyses of subprime mortgage lending, credit expansion and banking policies, the collapse of
companies like Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, and the federal bailouts of Lehman and AIG. It also
discusses the aftermath of the fallout and our current state. This report should be of interest to anyone
concerned about the financial situation in the U.S. and around the world.THE FINANCIAL CRISIS INQUIRY
COMMISSION is an independent, bi-partisan, government-appointed panel of 10 people that was created
to "examine the causes, domestic and global, of the current financial and economic crisis in the United
States." It was established as part of the Fraud Enforcement and Recovery Act of 2009. The commission
consisted of private citizens with expertise in economics and finance, banking, housing, market
regulation, and consumer protection. They examined and reported on "the collapse of major financial
institutions that failed or would have failed if not for exceptional assistance from the government."News
Dissector DANNY SCHECHTER is a journalist, blogger and filmmaker. He has been reporting on economic
crises since the 1980's when he was with ABC News. His film In Debt We Trust warned of the economic
meltdown in 2006. He has since written three books on the subject including Plunder: Investigating Our
Economic Calamity (Cosimo Books, 2008), and The Crime Of Our Time: Why Wall Street Is Not Too Big to
Jail (Disinfo Books, 2011), a companion to his latest film Plunder The Crime Of Our Time. He can be
reached online at www.newsdissector.com.
AI and Financial Markets
Sep 05 2020 Artificial intelligence (AI) is regarded as the science and
technology for producing an intelligent machine, particularly, an intelligent computer program. Machine
learning is an approach to realizing AI comprising a collection of statistical algorithms, of which deep
learning is one such example. Due to the rapid development of computer technology, AI has been actively
explored for a variety of academic and practical purposes in the context of financial markets. This book
focuses on the broad topic of “AI and Financial Markets”, and includes novel research associated with
this topic. The book includes contributions on the application of machine learning, agent-based artificial
market simulation, and other related skills to the analysis of various aspects of financial markets.
The International Role of the Dollar
Oct 26 2019
Monetary Theory and Policy
Mar 31 2020 An overview of recent theoretical and policy-related
developments in monetary economics.
Handbook of Monetary Economics
Sep 17 2021 "What tools are available for setting and analyzing
monetary policy? World-renowned contributors examine recent evidence on subjects as varied as pricesetting, inflation persistence, the private sector's formation of inflation expectations, and the monetary
policy transmission mechanism. Stopping short of advocating conclusions about the ideal conduct of
policy, the authors focus instead on analytical methods and the changing interactions among the
ingredients and properties that inform monetary models. The influences between economic performance
and monetary policy regimes can be both grand and muted, and this volume clarifies the present state of
this continually evolving relationship." [source : 4e de couv.].
Money and Banking in Africa
Aug 05 2020 This book presents a holistic exploration of the banking
systems in Africa. Considering the central role that banks play in most developing countries and the
vastly different trends and challenges they face, the book provides a crucial understanding of the specific
environments in which banks operate. It addresses specific banking issues relevant to developing

countries in general and Africa in particular, and explores the various dynamics of money and banking
that separate Africa from the rest of the world. The authors build upon extensive Africa-based research
and university teaching, and illustrate each topic with examples and cases from the continent. Written in
an accessible style while retaining its practicality and relevance, it is an essential read for professionals,
students, and other readers interested in policies affecting the banking sector’s development in Africa.
The Great Inflation Aug 17 2021 Controlling inflation is among the most important objectives of economic
policy. By maintaining price stability, policy makers are able to reduce uncertainty, improve pricemonitoring mechanisms, and facilitate more efficient planning and allocation of resources, thereby
raising productivity. This volume focuses on understanding the causes of the Great Inflation of the 1970s
and ’80s, which saw rising inflation in many nations, and which propelled interest rates across the
developing world into the double digits. In the decades since, the immediate cause of the period’s rise in
inflation has been the subject of considerable debate. Among the areas of contention are the role of
monetary policy in driving inflation and the implications this had both for policy design and for evaluating
the performance of those who set the policy. Here, contributors map monetary policy from the 1960s to
the present, shedding light on the ways in which the lessons of the Great Inflation were absorbed and
applied to today’s global and increasingly complex economic environment.
The Economics of Money, Banking, and Financial Markets
Sep 29 2022 Economics of Money, Banking,
and Financial Markets heralded a dramatic shift in the teaching of the money and banking course in its
first edition, and today it is still setting the standard. By applying an analytical framework to the patient,
stepped-out development of models, Frederic Mishkin draws students into a deeper understanding of
modern monetary theory, banking, and policy. His landmark combination of common sense applications
with current, real-world events provides authoritative, comprehensive coverage in an informal tone
students appreciate.
Financial Markets and Institutions, Global Edition
Aug 29 2022 For courses in financial markets. Realworld applications help students navigate the shifting financial landscape Financial Markets and
Institutions takes a practical approach to the changing landscape of financial markets and institutions.
Best-selling authors Frederic S. Mishkin and Stanley G. Eakins use core principles to introduce students
to topics, then examine these models with real-world scenarios. Empirical applications of themes help
students develop essential critical-thinking and problem-solving skills, preparing them for future careers
in business and finance. The 9th Edition combines the latest, most relevant information and policies with
the authors' hallmark pedagogy to give instructors a refined tool to improve the learning experience.
The Economics of Money, Banking, and Financial Markets
Oct 31 2022
Bank Lending in the Knowledge Economy
Jul 24 2019 We study bank portfolio allocations during the
transition of the real sector to a knowledge economy in which firms use less tangible capital and invest
more in intangible assets. We show that, as firms shift toward intangible assets that have lower collateral
values, banks reallocate their portfolios away from commercial loans toward other assets, primarily
residential real estate loans and liquid assets. This effect is more pronounced for large and less well
capitalized banks and is robust to controlling for real estate loan demand. Our results suggest that
increased firm investment in intangible assets can explain up to 20% of bank portfolio reallocation from
commercial to residential lending over the last four decades.
Prudential Supervision
Jan 22 2022 Since banking systems play a crucial role in maintaining the overall
health of the economy, the adverse effects of poorly supervised systems may be quite severe. Without
some form of vigilant external oversight, banking systems could fall prey to excessive risk taking, moral
hazard, and corruption. Prudential supervision provides that oversight, using government regulation and
monitoring to ensure the soundness of the banking system and, by extension, the economy at large. The
contributors to this thoughtful volume examine the current state of prudential supervision, focusing on
fundamental issues and key pragmatic concerns. Why is prudential supervision so important? What
kinds of excess must it guard against? What particular forms does it take? Which of these are the most
effective deterrents against mismanagement and system overload in today's rapidly shifting financial
climate? The contributors foresee a continued movement beyond simple regulatory rules in banking and
toward a more active evaluation and supervision of a bank's risk management practices.
Inflation Expectations
Dec 29 2019 Inflation is regarded by the many as a menace that damages business
and can only make life worse for households. Keeping it low depends critically on ensuring that firms and
workers expect it to be low. So expectations of inflation are a key influence on national economic welfare.
This collection pulls together a galaxy of world experts (including Roy Batchelor, Richard Curtin and

Staffan Linden) on inflation expectations to debate different aspects of the issues involved. The main
focus of the volume is on likely inflation developments. A number of factors have led practitioners and
academic observers of monetary policy to place increasing emphasis recently on inflation expectations.
One is the spread of inflation targeting, invented in New Zealand over 15 years ago, but now
encompassing many important economies including Brazil, Canada, Israel and Great Britain. Even more
significantly, the European Central Bank, the Bank of Japan and the United States Federal Bank are the
leading members of another group of monetary institutions all considering or implementing moves in the
same direction. A second is the large reduction in actual inflation that has been observed in most
countries over the past decade or so. These considerations underscore the critical – and largely
underrecognized - importance of inflation expectations. They emphasize the importance of the issues,
and the great need for a volume that offers a clear, systematic treatment of them. This book, under the
steely editorship of Peter Sinclair, should prove very important for policy makers and monetary
economists alike.
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